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Utilities solutions

UPS
DC RECTIFIER



Who we are - LEVER in brief

Environment

LEVER is a global leader in power solutions and conversion technologies.  Based in Verona, 

Italy, the company operates worldwide. LEVER’s business is comprised of three divisions 

that are in turn organized in relation to the customers and industries we serve, IT Business, 

Oil&Gas and Utilities. 

The company in its current form was created in 1989, but its history begin in 1973. LEVER’s 

success has been driven particularly by a strong focus on research and development. The 

company maintains one research centers in Verona and has continued to invest in R&D 

through all market conditions.

The result has been a long track record of innovation.  Many of the technologies that 

underlie our modern society, from UPS to DC rectifiers battery chargers, were developed 

or commercialized by LEVER.  Today, LEVER stands as the largest supplier of UPS and 

Rectifies, the largest provider of power solutions worldwide.

LEVER’s products, systems, solutions and services are designed to improve our customers’ 

businesses - centered around improving reliability and increasing industrial productivity - 

while lowering environmental impact. We seek to minimize the environmental impact of 

our technologies and products, passing on this expertise to customers and suppliers, at 

the same time as trying to ensure that our manufacturing processes are safe and energy-

efficient. In our own operations, LEVER strives to reduce the use of energy and materials, 

streamline the means of transporting goods, reduce the impact of business travel, phase out 

hazardous materials, design eco-efficient and recyclable products, and enhance suppliers’ 

performance. Much can be achieved through sharing best practice. 

Improving performance also includes the design phase of new products and processes. 

Design engineers receive training and tools to carry out Life Cycle Assessments to 

evaluate a product’s environmental impact throughout its life cycle. LEVER ensures that the 

manufacturing facilities comply with ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 international standards 

on the management of environmental and health and safety risks. Close collaboration with 

external sustainability organizations and universities also helps LEVER to establish effective 

programs to support its improvement initiatives.



The services
Service can provide customers with:

• a dedicated call-centre for direct contact with the Service organisation. Service personnel are always available and ready to provide 

advice and assistance regarding UPS installation and maintenance.

• The new free swap assistance service

• an on-site support service for larger UPS that cannot be transported, whether or not they are covered by the warranty. A fast repair 

on site is guaranteed through the use of state-of-the-art UPS technology, the professionalism of the Service personnel and Authorised 

Assistance Centres nationwide. Service guarantees that any spare parts used are original, tested and up-to-date.

• Service can provide assistance during the installation and initial start-up of the products and train on-site personnel. Technical Service 

engineers can also verify site suitability, analyse and advise on rental solutions and disconnect and relocate equipment

• Maintenance contracts can be provided by Service to minimise the risks and costs connected with UPS breakdowns. Many types of 

maintenance contract are available, ranging from periodic inspections to comprehensive cover including labour and materials.

• Service regularly organises technical training courses for technicians at the Lever UPS training centre.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The Service team
Our technical assistance facility uses highly trained engineers to provide a reliable and competent technical support and efficient after-

sales service.



EC1000/EC3000/ECR1000
1kVA-10kVA 1Ph/1Ph (EC1000/ECR1000)
10kVA-20kVA 3Ph/1Ph or 3Ph/3Ph (EC1000/EC3000)

COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

VEGA

Advanced Technology and Optimal Power Performances 

A true double conversion UPS will provide clean, high level quality power to fully 
protect mission-critical devices. The DSP controller provides an improved and 
cost-effective solution with highest performance. Output power factor up to 0,9 
offers more active power to modern IT equipment. EC and ECR series is input 
low impact with almost unitary power factor and negligible harmonic distortion, 
fully generator compatible without power oversizing. All models have the 
back-feed protection and Emergency Power Off (EPO) input to secure the 
personnel and equipment in case of emergency cases. With programmable 
power management outlets, users can easily and independently control 
loads segments. During power failure, this feature enables users to extend 
battery time to mission-critical devices shutting down the non-critical loads. 
EC is as standard with internal battery and DC connector for additional 
battery packs for scalable runtime; the version without battery and integrated 
super charger for long back time.

• Efficiency Control System (ECS) • Robust and reliable • Galvanic isolation
• High overload capacity • Extensive parallel configurations

Vega series UPS provide maximum protection and power quality for mission critical loads, including 
data centres, industrial processes, telecommunications, security and electro-medical systems. Vega is 
an on-line double conversion UPS (VFI SS 111 - IEC EN 62040-3) with a transformer isolated inverter. 
The Vega range includes three-phase input and single-phase output versions from 10 to 100 kVA, and 
three-phase input and output versions from 10 to 800 kVA. All versions are provided with a 6-pulse 
thyristor-based rectifier, with or without optional harmonic filters. A 12-pulse thyristor-based rectifier is 
available on request for the 60 and 80 kVA versions with or without optional harmonic filters.

ELECTA 10kVA-20kVA 3Ph/1Ph
10kVA-200kVA 3Ph/3Ph

EC1000/EC3000

ECR1000

• Complete range 10-200 kVA • Small footprint • High efficiency up to 96,5% • Zero 
impact source • Flexibility of use • Advanced communications

The Electa series is ideal for protecting data centres and telecommunications systems, IT networks 
and critical systems in general, where the risks connected with poor energy supply can compromise 
the continuity of activities and services. The Electa series is available from 10-200 kVA models on-line 
double conversion technology in accordance with VFI-SS-111 classification (as set out in standard 
IEC EN 62040-3). Electa is designed and built using state-of-the-art technology and components. It is 
controlled by a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) microprocessor, to provide maximum protection to the 
powered loads with no impact on downstream systems, and optimised energy savings.

10kVA-100kVA 3Ph/1Ph
10kVA-80kVA 3Ph/3Ph



1-28 X 42 kW up to 1 MW + redundancy

EC1000/EC3000/ECR1000
1kVA-10kVA 1Ph/1Ph (EC1000/ECR1000)
10kVA-20kVA 3Ph/1Ph or 3Ph/3Ph (EC1000/EC3000)

COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

VEGA HP 100kVA-600kVA

• IGBT-based rectifier technology • Compact and reliable
• Galvanic isolation • High overload capacity • LCD graphic display

The Vega HP series from 100 to 600 kVA is the Lever UPS solution for installations 
requiring high energy efficiency and maximum power availability. Vega HP Series 
provides maximum protection and power quality for data centres and industrial loads. 
The UPS has an IGBT-based rectifier, DSP (Digital Signal Processors) technology and 
provides true On-line, double conversion power protection, (VFI SS 11 - Voltage and 
Frequency Independent in accordance with IEC EN 62040-3).

• Utmost Availability • Ultimate Scalability • Unmatching Power Density • Efficiency > 96,5% • Multi Control
• Multi Flexible • Multi Communication

CELATE PRO

The Lever CELATE PRO is the ultimate modular UPS for DATA CENTERS and other CRITICAL 
LOADs. The CELATE PRO is designed to protect any critical high-density computer and IT 
environment, whilst achieving maximum availability.
The CT PRO grows along with the demands of the business without oversizing the UPS - 
optimizing both the initial investment and the Total Cost of Ownership. As soon as demand 
increases, the Lever CELATE PRO modular solution can expand its power capability, 
maintaining the highest levels of power protection, availability, redundancy and investment 
savings. Digital technology has an increasingly strong influence on day-to-day activities in 
almost all sectors and applications such as healthcare, power generation, social networking, 
telecommunications, commerce and education. Subsequently, any activities and equipment 
related to data storage, processing and transfer should be supplied from the most reliable 
power source. CELATE PRO ensures that a scalable, secure, high quality power supply is 
available for a variety of critical load applications. The new CT PRO Power Modules feature 
the very latest in UPS technology. With its three level Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) inverter 
and Power Factor Corrected (PFC) input control, the CT PRO ensures the highest level of 
performance in terms of overall efficiency, input power factor and harmonic impact on the 
supply source.



High flexibility, allowing our equipment to 
adapt to all system features

Applications:
• Oil&Gas/Petrochemical
• Utilities & Power Stations

CH
AC/DC CHOPPER STABILISED POWER SUPPLIES/BATTERY 
CHARGERS (200W-3,3kW)

FALCON BATTERY MONITORING

The CH modules are battery charging power supplies featuring an input isolation 
transformer and IGBT chopper regulation with work frequency of 28KHz for output 
voltage stabilisation. They are connected with polarised connectors simplifying their 
replacement. All the CH models are equipped with an output diode allowing parallel 
connection, to achieve greater power or redundancy, thus increasing reliability.

• Output diode • High reliability • User-friendliness • Easy maintenance • 
Continuous service • Natural ventilation • Switch-on current limitation • High 
MTBF • Low MTTR • Input transformer • Compact and strong design

A new and innovative monitoring system for lead electric accumulators. Building on its 
experience and its high technological know-how, Lever has manufactured a versatile 
equipment allowing to monitor the main functional parameters of a battery, providing 
valuable support for preventive maintenance operations and for the immediate 
identification on any faillures. This system allows a new approach to battery monitoring 
and control: it can be compared to a technician who on a daily basis checks the 
accumulators, pointing out any faults, thus drastically reducing the maintenance voltage 
reading time. With the new monitoring system, Lever has developed a truly innovative 
product, reliable and featuring an interesting price/performance ratio.

The DPS is suitable for a wide range of applications in 
the most demanding industrial environments. It allows to 
achieve complex system architectures to ensure maximum 
power availability with a wide range of accessories and 
optional. We can supply redundant N+1 or PARALLEL 
configurations. Thanks to the new LEVER DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGY, you can choose different alarms with 
voltage-free contacts, with a wide range of LED indications 
and accurate digital measurements. Furthermore a 
graphical display shows measurements, alarms and a 
one-line diagram to help the operator to better understand 
the situation. The digital inputs can be customised 
according to specific customer needs, allowing to take 
into account special system statuses and to display them 
on the monitor. The display can store the alarm list and 
an event history. You can adapt the DPS to the technical 
specifications. Should you need any particular applications 
and customised solutions, please contact LEVER.One line Diagram
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I moduli CH sono alimentatori carica batteria con trasformatore di isolamento in
ingresso e regolazione chopper a IGBT con frequenza di lavoro di 28KHz per
la stabilizzazione della tensione di uscita. Sono connessi alle apparecchiature
con connettori polarizzati che ne facilitano la sostituzione. I moduli CH possono
caricare batterie al Pb ermetico, al Pb vaso aperto e NiCd. Sono provvisti di
allarmi di massima e minima tensione di uscita, avaria e blocco funzionamento
per bassa tensione di alimentazione. Tutti i modelli CH sono dotati di diodo in
uscita che permette di collegare gli alimentatori in parallelo per ottenere una
maggiore potenza o una ridondanza, quindi maggiore affidabilità dell’impianto.

APPLICAZIONI

- Raddrizzatori alimentatori/carica batteria per cabine elettriche
- Carica batteria per tutti i tipi di batteria (ermetiche e a vaso aperto)
- All’uscita di UPS per ottenere corrente continua

PLUS DI PRODOTTO
Diodo in uscita
Alta affidabilità
Semplicità d’uso

Facile manutenzione
Servizio continuo

Ventilazione naturale
Limitazione corrente d’accensione

IL PANNELLO FRONTALE

INGRESSO
Tensione di alimentazione 230Vca monofase
Tolleranza sulla tensione in ingresso ±  20%
Frequenza nominale 50÷60Hz
Tolleranza sulla frequenza ±  5%
USCITA
Stabilità tensione di uscita ± 1%
Ripple < 1%
Funzionamento Completamente automatico, caratteristica di carica IU
standards EN60950, IEC950, EN55022 cl. B, EN61000-3-2/3-3/4-2/4-4/4-5/4-6/4-11
Rigidità In/Gnd 2850Vdc    Out/Gnd 2100Vdc   (per 60sec.)
INFORMAZIONI GENERALI
Temperatura ambiente 0-40°C
Massima umidità relativa < 90% senza condensa
Altitudine massima 1000m alla potenza nominale An
Raffreddamento VENTILAZIONE NATURALE
Rumore acustico (misurato a 1 m dal fronte) <45dB
Grado di protezione IP20
Accesso dei cavi Mezzo morsetti polarizzati
SEGNALAZIONI OTTICHE
Segnalazioni LED Vdc low; Vdc ok; Mains; Fault; O.V.P.
CONTATTI DI ALLARME (opzionali)

Liberi da tensione ed in scambio (NA-C-NC) Diponibili acquistando la scheda allarmi IAE che prevede:
Mancanza rete; Minima tensione di uscita;  Avaria

CH 24/10/220 24 10 2,2 500 20 50 4A; curva C 130x240x283 8,5

CH 24/40/220 24 40 7,3 1680 60 110 10A; curva C 170x220x672 25
CH 24/60/220 24 60 11 2500 70 320 16A; curva C 170x220x672 27

CH 48/5/220 48 5 2,5 580 20 40 4A; curva C 130x240x283 8,5
CH 48/10/220 48 10 3,7 830 50 97 6A; curva C 170x220x500 19
CH 48/30/220 48 30 11,2 2580 70 340 16A; curva C 170x220x672 25

CH 110/5/220 110 5 4,4 1010 50 92 6A; curva C 170x220x500 19
CH 110/15/220 110 15 12,2 2810 70 250 16A; curva C 170x220x672 25

CH 220/8/220 220 8 12,9 2940 100 300 16A; curva C 170x220x672 25

LA SCHEDA “IAE” PER I CONTATTI
DI ALLARME OPZIONALI

* Interruttore esterno non compreso

Modello Tensione
Nominale

Corrente
Nominale

Corrente Max
assorbita

Potenza
assorbita

Corrente di
spunto

all'accensione

Potenza
dissipata

Interruttore
consigliato in

ingresso
Dimensioni Peso

Vcc A A VA A W LxPxH Kg
*

Alimentatori/Carica batterie stabilizzati AC/DC Chopper - Serie CH

CH 24/25/220 24 25 4,8 1100 50 168 6A; curva C 170x220x500 19

CUSTOM PRODUCTS

DPS DIGITAL STATIC CUSTOM UPS UNIT 1Ph or 3Ph (5kVA-400kVA)



AMS and AME series are single branch rectifier LEVER  supplies continuous DC 
loads.

AMS and AME rectifiers are composed with an open frame solution rectifier totally 
independent installed inside in a cabinet. 
Customer can choose cabinet solution or open frame. 
Quality and performance are the best in the market. AC/DC converter is realized in swap 
module. This solution greatly improves MTTR in a few minutes.

AMS/AME/SME/RDC
RECTIFIER-BATTERY CHARGER (5A-3000A)

INVERTER (5kVA-200kVA)

DOUBLE BRANCH RECTIFIER-BATTERY CHARGER

Industrial applications:
• Oil&Gas (Petrochemicals Offshore, Onshore, Pipelines);
• Energy & Power Generation (Transmission, Distribution);
• Transportations (Rail, Airport, Shipping);
• Water (Desalination, Treatment);
• Instrumentation & Process control (Chemical, Mining, Steel, Paper);
• All industrial applications;

Single line diagram 

SINUSOID WAVE PWM DIGITAL INVERTER 1Ph or 3Ph
INV
The LEVER INV series offers a range of one- and three-phase inverters with IGBT power 
conversion bridge. The system has been designed to continuously supply extra-low harmonics 
AC current to critical loads. The integrated static switch can automatically perform quick 
switching operations on the DC line, in case of black-out only, to substantially increase the 
global efficiency; it can also perform an ON-LINE conversion, in which the wave form is always 
generated by the inverter, thus ensuring a stable, undistorted waveform. In this case the load is 
switched to the emergency line only in case of inverter failure. The fast control system and the 
high-frequency PWM technology allow to connect the inverter to non-linear loads with a very 
low waveform distortion. The graphical display allows to show an easy to understand one-line 
diagram displaying the current status of the inverter and of the static switch, thus providing an 
accurate overview of the alarms and measurements.

CUSTOM PRODUCTS

The double-branch rectifiers are static conversion devices with DC output, allowing to charge a 
battery of static accumulators and in the meantime to supply power to a permanent load. The 
equipment includes TWO CONVERSION UNITS, one charging the battery (battery branch, RB) 
and one supplying power to the system (service/system branch, RS). The service branch is of 
stabilised type. The battery charging branch can be supplied, upon request, with up to three 
charge levels (maintenance, quick and manual) according to the type of accumulators in use 
and with a device adjusting the charging voltage according to the battery temperature.

ATT/ATE/SEE
Industrial applications:
• Oil&Gas (Petrochemicals Offshore, Onshore, Pipelines);
• Energy & Power Generation (Transmission, Distribution);
• Transportations (Rail, Airport, Shipping);
• Water (Desalination, Treatment);
• Instrumentation & Process control (Chemical, Mining, Steel, Paper);
• All industrial applications;

One line Diagram

One line Diagram



LEVER S.r.l. - Viale del Lavoro, 17 - 37024 Arbizzano (Verona) ITALY
Telephone: +39 045 602.01.62 - Telefax: +39 045 602.01.47

info@lever.it  ·  www.lever.it

JOB

SANAD HOSPITAL

SOUTH VALLEY
UNIVERSITY QENA

MEW - EXTENSION OF  ARAI ‘D’
132/11KV SUBSTATION 

ERMAK SUBSTATION

ARAK PETROCHEMICAL

GEOTHERMAL PLANT
CERRO PABELLON  

AIRPORT JAKARTA

STATE COMPANY FOR
OIL PROJECTS (SCOP)

PRIMARY SUBSTATION
AT SHE-AL-DHABI-04

C.LE VAL D’AGRI (PZ)

HVDC MON ITA 

TABOUK COURT

NEW STORAGE HAMRIYAH

CED - LIVORNO REFINERY

JONES CREEK FLOWSTATION
ODIDI CENTRAL PROCESSING FACILITY

DEDISA

ELECTRIC AND GAS DISTRIBUTION
SONELGAZ

CABINE MOBILI - CENTRAL MAINE

POWER GENERATOR

TSEROVO POWER PLANT

BANDIRMA HYDRO POWER PLANT

ENEMALTA - ST. VENERA

REMOTE CONTROL &
DISPATCHING CENTER 

MOROCCO

CABINE MOBILI - BRASILE

DERBA MIDROC

ONE - MOROCCO

COUNTRY

SAUDI ARABIA

EGYPT

KUWAIT

RUSSIA

IRAN

CHILE

INDONESIA

IRAQ

OMAN

ITALY

ITALY/MONTENEGRO

SAUDI ARABIA

UAE

ITALY

NIGERIA

SOUTH AFRICA

ALGERIA

USA

PORTUGAL

BULGARIA

TURKEY

MALTA

ALBANIA

MOROCCO

BRASIL

ETHIOPIA

MOROCCO

APPLICATION

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

OIL&GAS

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

AIRPORT

OIL&GAS

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

OIL&GAS

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

PRIVATE

OIL&GAS

OIL&GAS

OIL&GAS

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILTIES & POWER PLANT

UTILTIES & POWER PLANT

OIL&GAS

UTILTIES & POWER PLANT

UTILTIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILTIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

UTILITIES & POWER PLANT

END USER

MINISTRY OF HEALTH

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

MEW

ERMAK SUBSTATION

ARAK PETROCHEMICAL

ENEL GREEN POWER

AIRPORT JAKARTA

MINISTRY OF OIL

MUSCAT ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION CO.

ENI/SAIPEM

TERNA ITALY &TERNA MONTENEGRO

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE

GULF PETROCHEM

ENI 

SHELL PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT 
FACILITY

DEDISA PEAKING POWER (PTY) LTD

SONELGAZ

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

SAIPEM (PORTUGAL)

ENEL BULGARIA

ENERJISA

ENEL

MINISTERY OF ECONOMY

HASSI R’ MEL CONSTRUCTION

ENERGIAS DO BRASIL

DERBA MIDROC CEMENT

AIN BENI MATHAR

PRODUCTS

UPS ELECTA 125KVA

“UPS VEGA VT200-VT120”

RECTIFIER STAND ALONE 220V MODEL RDC 

RECTIFIER MODEL RDC 220/200  

DIGITAL UPS 80KVA &  RECTIFIER SYSTEM

UPS SYSTEMS MODEL RDC 110/2X300/SP AND 
INV- M 010/11/SP COMPLETE OF BATTERY 

BANKS

INDUSTRIAL UPS 400VAC 230VAC MODEL DPS 
-TM & BATTERY CHARGER MODEL AME

UPS SYSTEM - 400VAC/10KVA - 400VAC 5KVA - 
RECTIFIER SYSTEM - 110VDC 80A

DUAL REDUNDANT RECTIFIER 110V

UPS SYSTEM - 230VAC/20KVA - 110VDC 65A - 
RECTIFIER SYSTEM - 110VDC 160A

SYSTEMS MADE BY : UPS - INVERTERS AND 
RECTIFIERS

UPS VARIOUS SIZES WITH BUILT-IN ISOLATION 
TRANSFORMER

INDUSTRIAL REDUNDAT UPS SYSTEM WITH 
BYPASS AND LOADS DISTRIBUTION

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY 60KVA 
MODEL ET60

DOUBLE BRANCH RECTIFIERS

RECTIFIER 220VDC 150A

“DOUBLE RECTIFIER 120VDC 60+60A
SME 3X120/60/SP”

“DC REDUNDANT RECTIFIER 125VDC 60+60A
SMS 125/60M2/B132/SP”

DOUBLE RECTIFIERS 24VDC 30A WITH NICD 
BATTERIES

DOUBLE BRANCH RECFITIERS 110VDC 150A 
WITH BATTERIES

RECTIFIER 110 VDC 200A, INVERTER 10KVA

ENERGY STATIONS MADE BY SME 110/120 AND 
INV-P 2X4K/11/23/8I/SP

“DC RECTIFIER  STF 48/1X1K5/B4X135/A “

“DC RECTIFIER  SME 125/2X60/10I/B100/SP”

“DC RECTIFIER 125VDC 30A REDUNDANT 
SMS 125/30M2/B50/SP”

“DC RECTIFIER  AME 48/50L3/CL50/SP”

“DC RECTIFIER AME 127/40L3/SP”
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